
Making radio
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Audio is a medium full of possibilities. 

It’s all about manipulating sound to engage 

an audience. Radio has been an enduring 

and vital source of community information 

and entertainment since the early 1900s.

SYN Radio is a community radio station 

broadcasting on 90.7 FM, Digital Radio 

and streaming online at syn.org.au
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Radio as a conversation

Radio is a conversational medium. It’s 

about conversations between you and 

your audience.

What kind of a conversation do you 

want to create?

Community Radio is the most diverse 

conversation in the Australian media 

landscape. On SYN you have the 

opportunity to create conversations as 

diverse as you are.

SYN creates two main types of radio:

Music

Curating a strong musical sound for an 

audience and talking about music.

Talks

Radio based around conversation. Talking 

about diverse topics of interest to your 

audience.
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Content

The first thing any piece of media needs is good content.

What are you going to talk about?

You will sound your best when talking about topics you care 

about and that interest you. When you first start making 

radio, it’s a good idea to start with things you already have a 

passion or interest in.

Music

For music shows your music is your content. A well crafted 

music playlist flows well and creates an engaging soundscape 

for the listener. You need to give them a reason to choose you 

over their mp3 player. A good music broadcaster does their 

research, shows their passion and knows their music.

Talks

For talks shows your content can be almost anything. SYN 

has covered everything from arts, sports, relationships, 

current affairs, comedy and science to name a few.

Good content is well researched, well planned and well 

prepared. Do your research and know your topic.

Good radio is rarely thought up on-the-spot. Even the most 

casual sounding radio has usually been meticulously planned.

Definition of content:

“Something that is to 

be expressed 

through some 

medium, as speech, 

writing, or any of 

various art”

Dictionary.com
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Task: Listen to some radio.

Take yourself out of your comfort zone and listen to some 

radio you normally wouldn’t. Think about what they’re talking 

about and how they’re presenting it.



Name: The Naughty Rude Show

Programming type: Talks

Topic: Sex and relationships

Audience: Young people 12-25 seeking information and 

advice on sex and relationships.

The Naughty Rude Show is one of SYN’s flagship shows. The 

program discusses sex and relationships for a youth 

audience.

The show’s content is the stories, knowledge and advice of its  

hosts and guests. Strong research is a vital part of the show 

as young people all across Melbourne rely on the program to 

provide them with accessible information about sexual and 

emotional health.

Content example
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Basic content

A conversation between hosts about a current topic in the news. Presenting the basic 

facts to the audience with minimal comment.

Good content

A conversation between hosts about a current topic in the news interspersed with audio 

grabs of opinions on the street (known as “vox pops”).

Excellent content

A conversation between hosts about a current topic in the news including an interview 

with a key person or expert involved in the story, “vox pops” from people on the street 

about the topic and a question posed to the audience for feedback and discussion.

Content comes in many forms. Excellent content is dynamic, engaging and makes the 

audience feel included in the conversation. Always remember your audience and why your 

content is worth their time
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Task

Decide on a topic of conversation you can turn into a 2-3 minute radio segment. 

Answer the following questions:

What is the content of our discussion?

Who is our audience?

Why is this content relevant to them?



Radio Presentation

Now that you have some ideas for what to 

talk about let’s go through some of the basics 

of presenting your ideas. There are some 

standard structures of a radio program you’ll 

need to learn.

Introduction

The introduction is your first impression to 

the listener. It’s your best opportunity to hook 

them in and keep them listening. A good 

introduction sets the tone for your show and 

teases the listener - enticing them to stay 

tuned because your content is going to be so 

good!

IDs

IDs are your identifiers. They identify the 

presenter, the radio station and the program.

“Good evening, I’m Greg Brown[Personal ID] 

and you’re listening to The Fun Show[Show 

ID] on SYN Radio[Station ID]”

It might sound repetitive to you, but you 

must do your IDs every time you talk.

Segments

Your show is broken up into “segments” - 

each segment is a different topic or piece of 

content. Segments can be:

Talk break - This is the opportunity for you to 

speak directly to the listener. Tell them why 

the track you just played is so great. Share a 

story. Inform your audience. Teach them 

something new.

Interview - Interviews allow you to share 

someone else’s story or get an expert 

opinion. Interviews are a great way to share 

perspectives outside of your own and a 

common element of good radio shows.

Package - A package is a pre-recorded piece 

of audio that incorporates a variety of 

elements. It might include a mix of voice over, 

interviews, music and vox pops.

Front/Backannounce

Out of respect for the music you must 

announce all of the songs you’ve just played. 

Don’t make listeners wait too long to hear 

the name of that awesome song. 
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“But I don’t have a radio voice”

The great thing about community radio is that our listeners 

tune in to hear real people with real voices. You aren’t 

expected to sound like what you might hear on commercial 

radio or the ABC.

The most important thing is that you relax and be yourself.

With practice you will “find your voice”. The best way to 

improve your radio presentation is to record your work and 

listen back on a regular basis. It might feel weird at first, but 

after a while you’ll learn to love it. We promise.

A few key tips:

- Warm up your voice before broadcast. Professional singers 

warm up to protect their voice - good broadcasters should 

too.

- Open your mouth. Mumbling sounds terrible - try to 

articulate your words as clearly as possible.

- Slow down. Broadcasting isn’t a race. Give yourself enough 

time to breathe and pause where necessary.

- If you make a mistake don’t draw attention to it. Unless 

you’ve made a major factual error - don’t apologise. It’s 

unnecessary and most listeners probably didn’t even notice

- Plan for things not to go to plan. A good presenter is 

adaptable and always has a backup plan.

“The best way to 

improve your radio 

presentation is to 

record your work 

and listen back on a 

regular basis”
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- Comes prepared with scripts, research and a running sheet.

- Comes to the studio with plenty of time to relax and get 

settled before broadcast.

- Announces their IDs on a regular basis (Name, show name 

and station name) and signposts upcoming content.

- Provides the listener with context and doesn’t assume 

knowledge.

- Is confident and speaks clearly as though having a 

conversation with the listener.

- Enjoys their time in the studio and makes the listener feel 

included in their enjoyment.

- Makes the occasional mistake, but doesn’t get fazed.

Good presenter
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- Shows up to the studio late, without research and 

unprepared.

- Mumbles their words and speaks too fast.

- Is self deprecating and makes in jokes the listener doesn’t 

understand.

- Talks about topics without providing context for the listener, 

making them feel excluded.

- Makes a mistake and references it multiple times across a 

program.

- Forgets to tell listeners their name, the name of their show or 

the name of the station (IDs)

Bad presenter
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